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The thesis you submit will be the thesis submitted for examination. and soft binding your dissertation can be found on
the website of the Graduate Union.

The thesis is unacceptable and the candidate must withdraw from the program. The examination board often
consists of 3 to 5 examiners, often professors in a university with a Masters or PhD degree depending on the
university's examination rules. The 'chair' does not ask academic questions of the candidate. The Director may
be involved with regular supervision along with the other supervisors, or may have more of an oversight role,
with the other supervisors taking on the more day-to-day responsibilities of supervision. Master's theses are
approximately one hundred pages. Eligibility criteria and guidance on making an application is available on
the Hardship Funding page. Requests to fly external examiners to Memorial University are decided on a
case-by-case basis. Honours and Master's theses sometimes require an oral defense before they are accepted.
Pages should be single-sided and in 1. It has been composed by myself and has not been submitted in any
previous application for any degree [ if parts previously used add: apart from the background material in
sections XXX which was previously submitted for YYY degree. At most universities, dissertation is the term
for the required submission for the doctorate, and thesis refers only to the master's degree requirement. The
required submission for a doctorate is called a Dissertation or Doktorarbeit. After its approval, candidates must
defend publicly their research before a three-member committee tribunal with at least one visiting academic:
chair, secretary and member presidente, secretario y vocal. Because of the nature of the graduate thesis or
dissertation having to be more narrow and more novel, the result of original research, these usually have a
smaller proportion of the work that is cited from other sources, though the fact that they are lengthier may
mean they still have total citations. At the bottom of the page, click the red 'Sign up and get started today!
Some discretion will be applied to postal submissions, e. Philippines[ edit ] In the Philippines, a thesis is
followed by an oral defense. A confirmation email will be sent to your mun. The library accepts cash, check,
hobo dough, and credit card payments. Failure to submit the thesis by the deadline may result in graduation
and granting of the degree being delayed. Usually, one examiner is an academic from the candidate's own
university department but not one of the candidate's supervisors and the other is an external examiner from a
different university. Some universities also demand a combination of several of these forms. North America[
edit ] In North America, the thesis defense or oral defense is the final examination for doctoral candidates, and
sometimes for master's candidates. Your degree cannot be awarded until you have met these requirements.
Either work can be awarded a "mention d'honneur" excellence as a result of the decision by the examination
committee, although these are rare. You are required to submit two copies of your thesis to the Graduate
School for examination and these should be soft bound. Des also involves submission of dissertation. All
graduate students are required to consult with their supervisory committee and Head of their academic unit
regarding any restrictions to publication of the thesis before final submission. You may submit a hard bound
thesis as your first submission, along with all the paperwork listed below for a first submission. Such material
may provide support for a thesis but it will not be taken into account in evaluating the achievement of the
requirements for the degree for which the thesis is being examined. Originals, not photocopies may be used, in
which case these must be secured permanently inside the thesis not by use of adhesive tape. This form requires
authorisation by your departmental Director of Graduate Studies, who should scrutinise your request and
confirm that approval for early submission has been granted. Please note that memory sticks, CDs or other
carriers are not accepted with your harbound thesis except in exceptional circumstances. The summary should
not extend beyond a single A4 side, and to facilitate this, single spaced typing is permitted for the summary
only. You should submit your completed access confirmation form to the Degree Committee who will
determine the appropriate level of access. Review the submission summary and if everything is acceptable,
click 'Submit revisions. Please consult the University Diary for the precise deadline.


